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Acceleration terms in a lagrangian are sometimes eliminated by substituting into the lagmngian the equations of motion
which were obtained from the lagrangian. We show that, in general this is an incorrect procedure. In addition, we present a
new correct procedure, which we call the method of the double zero.

In various branches of physics, one sometimes encounters accelerationdependent
lagrangians. For example, the two-body lagrangian in classical electrodynamics (with el/ml = e2/mZ to postpone dipole radiation from the cS3 to the c-5 order), contains acceleration-dependent
terms [1,2] , if one works to order cm4
(i.e. order cm2 beyond the familiar Darwin lagrangian
[3] ). We have recently given a new and detailed derivation of this result [4] which agrees with the result presented by Landau and Lifshitz [2] and which has corrected some misprints in the original derivation [I].
Next, the authors of refs. [I ,2 ] next used the lowest-order equations of motion in the lagrangian to
eliminate the acceleration dependent terms, which are
of order ce4. It is our purpose here to show that, in
general, this is an incorrect procedure since using the
equations of motion in the lagrangian changes its functional form and, hence, leads to different and, thus, incorrect equations of motion.
We shall, first of all, prove our contention in a general way andt hen verify its correctness in the case of a
particular example.
It can easily by seen that if one uses the lowestorder equations of motion in a lagrangian f? with acceleration terms of order cT4, to obtain the lagrangian f?*

without acceleration

terms, then

.e* = .e+z,

(1)

and Z is of order cm4. Also Z = 0 upon use of the lowestorder equations of motion. However, ,upon use of
the lowest-order equations of motion aZ/&i f 0 and
aZ/~Ui # 0 [though aZ/aUi = 0 since the lowest-order
equations of motion do not contain ni] . The equations
of motion for the lagranglan .@* are
ae
6-z

d a.e
--d2 a.e
G+dt2
aai
(2)
’

which, ln general, are clearly not the same (to order
ce4) as those for the lagrangian f?. To illustrate our
point, let us choose the following very simple onebody lagrangian
.@= +fiu2 - e1e2/r t (e1e2/c2)u*rr0,

(3)

where no is an arbitrary constant unit vector, and /J is
the reduced mass. The last term in eq. (3), which is
the higher order term, was chosen purely for mathematical simplicity, rather than physical reality. Using
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eq. (3) in the equations
-d iU?
-=
dt au

the double zero. Consider the lagrangian l? defined as
P--!?+z1z2,
(9)

of motion

ag+d2_ae
ar
dr2 G

(4)

gives us
pa = ele2r/r3.

(5)

where Z,Z2 is of order cF4 and both Z, = 0 and Z2
= 0 upon use of the lowest-order equations of motion.
The equations of motion for the lagrangian saare

1

It should be noted that the higher-order term in eq.
(3) did not contribute to eq. (5). The last term in L’
can be written as d[(e1e2/c2) u-no] /at, a total time
derivative, and, thus, can be dropped to give us the
equivalent lagrangian
J?’ = $pv2 - ele2/r,

(6)

which gives us the same equations of motion, eq. (5).
We shall now use the equations of motion, eq. (5),
in the higher order term of eq. (3) to eliminate the acceleration term. The result is
2* = +2

_eleZ
r

efe$ r-no
+_
/AC2 7

which gives us the equations
2
pa’- ele2r+eTe:
r3
l.tc2 ( r3

(7)

of motion

3(r-no)r
r5

1’

(8)

which is clearly not in agreement with eq. (5). Thus
we see that the lagrangian P * is not equivalent to the
lagrangian 2.
It is the functional form of L? which is crucial in
leading to the correct equations of motion. Substitution into P changes its functional form, and thus, upon
variation, changes the equations of motion. We conclude that it is not correct to use the equations of motion in the lagrangiun.
Next, we turn to a new correct procedure for eliminating acceleration terms, which we call the method of
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which are clearly the same (to order c-~) as those for

the lagrangian L?. We conclude that adding a doublezero term to a lagrangian does not change the equations
of motion (to the order under consideration).
The question of what form to choose for Z, and
Z2 will depend on the nature of the specific acceleration-dependent
term in the lagrangian which is under
consideration, After adding the double zero terms to
the lagrangian a total time derivative must also be
added in order to completely eliminate the acceleration terms. In particular, we have successfully used
this technique [4] to eliminate the acceleration-depen
dent terms in the electromagnetic lagrangian, referred
to above.
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